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Decline in Arctic sea ice
thickness and volume

Kwok et al. (2009)

Submarine and satellite records show large decline of Arctic sea ice
thickness over the last three decades
Model results show ~3000 km^3/decade decline since 1979

Major results on the retrieval of sea ice thickness and
volume from satellite altimetry

ERS-1 and ERS-2 thickness fields
(1993-2001) from Laxon et al., 2003

ICESat thickness fields (2004-2008) from
Kwok et al., 2009

CryoSat-2 thickness fields (2010-2012) from Laxon et al., 2013

Outline of major challenges




There is still much debate about existing uncertainty and biases in
the altimetry data records since 1 cm error in freeboard
corresponds to ~10 cm error in ice thickness
Major uncertainty sources of elevation and freeboard retrieval from
altimeters








Laser: open water identification, clouds/forward scattering
Radar: waveform tracking, absorption/ penetration, snow and ice backscatter
characteristics, off-nadir scattering

Snow depth: needed for thickness retrievals, also impacts
propagation speed of radar
Sea ice and snow density: impacts sea ice thickness retrievals,
propagation speed of radar

Laser and radar altimetry for sea ice
studies
Laser and radar altimetry are
used to find the freeboard
Archimedes principle:
assuming hydrostatic balance
the buoyant force from the
displaced water equals the
weight of the snow and ice
column
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Linking satellite laser and radar altimetry
through airborne and in-situ measurements

- Producing a reconciled satellite data set requires consistent methods and assumptions be used in determination
of sea ice thickness
- Need for three tiered approach: 1. Small-scale in-situ data collection. 2. Regional-scale aircraft measurements
with overflights of in-situ surveys to quantify uncertainties. 3. Global-scale satellite data with coincident
airborne measurements to quantify uncertainty and improve retrieval methodology.
- NASA's Operation IceBridge mission offers unique solution to reconcile the satellite laser and radar altimeter
records by directly comparing fundamental measurements made by the altimeters: surface elevation and
freeboard
- To date, 16 overflights of in-situ measurement sites by IceBridge
- Spatial and temporal overlap between IceBridge (2009-2019) and ICESat (2003-2009), CryoSat-2
(2010-present), and ICESat-2 (2017) satellite missions provides coverage to calibrate and assess the satellite
records

Seven years of IceBridge measurements

1. Freeboard from laser altimetry data (Airborne Topographic Mapper) and optical
imagery for lead detection (Digital Mapping System)
2. Snow depth from University of Kansas' 2-8 GHz FMCW snow radar
3. Sea ice thickness from freeboard and snow depth data sets and assumption of
hydrostatic balance
Operational sea ice data products at 40 m resolution distributed via NSIDC:
http://nsidc.org/data/idcsi2.html

Airborne laser altimetry mapping of sea
ice

Lead identification and classification

Open water

Thin ice

Grey ice

From Onana et al.,
submitted manuscript

SILDAMS(Onana et al., 2013) : A minimal signal approach using affine transformations on DMS images
Extracts and classifies leads into open water and two thin ice types
Compensation for freeboard profile bias due to use of ice covered leads as SSH tie points and also the loss of laser data
over leads/thin ice
New narrow scan laser minimizes loss of laser returns over leads/thin ice

Freeboard retrieval







Leads are only encountered sporadically along each flight track
Uncertainty in sea surface height increases with distance from each sea
surface observation point
Ordinary kriging used to interpolate the sea surface height along the
flight track and determine the associated freeboard uncertainty

IceBridge snow radar

Basic frequency modulated continuous wave

An oscillator produces a pulse which increases in frequency linearly

(FMCW) radar components

in time. The transmit and receive signals are multiplied in a mixer,
and the range to target is measured by the frequency difference.

Snow depth retrievals through
waveform fitting: model
Physically, the radar return is due to combined effect of the instrument point target response (transmit pulse), impulse
response, surface height distribution, backscatter profiles of snow and ice, plus the coherent and incoherent surface scattering
contributions

Point target response determined from sea ice leads

Surface height distribution determined from ATM laser altimeter

Snow depth retrieval from waveform fitting method
Snow-ice
interface
Snow-air
interface

Model fit

Interdecadal changes in snow
depth on Arctic sea ice

Webster et al., 2014
Large changes in snow depth on Arctic sea ice in the Western Arctic. Decadal-scale data from Soviet
drifting stations (1950-1987), ice mass balance buoys (1993-2013), IceBridge snow radar (2009-2013).
Changes are correlated to later freeze-up dates in the Beaufort and Chukchi Seas because most snow
accumulation occurs in September and October.

IceBridge reprocessing
Version 2 reprocessing
2009-2013 data to be sent to NSIDC in next few weeks
Significantly reduced uncertainties due to improved sea surface height knowledge: new tide
model (TPXO8.0), mean sea surface height model (DTU 10), dynamic atmospheric correction
(MOG2D)
Fixed known errors identified in previous processing run: scan angle bias correction, tide errors,
footprint spacing
Improved coverage utilizing both narrow and wide-scan ATM

Version 3 reprocessing: planned in coming months
Full waveform processing (Yi et al., 2015) to identify leads in areas flown in darkness,
expanding coverage
New snow depth retrievals using waveform fitting – automatically adapts to instrument changes
and sidelobe artifacts, enables retrieval of new parameters

Version 2 freeboard uncertainty
Version 1, Arctic 2010

Version 2, Arctic 2010

Availability of near real-time data products for support of
seasonal sea ice forecasting
CryoSat-2 sea ice thickness, March 2014

OIB sea ice thickness, March 2014

Mean diff: 0.007 m

IceBridge quicklook data available since 2012,
CryoSat-2 data newly available in 2014, data
sets made available ~1 month after the
completion of each Arctic IceBridge campaign
Near-real time CryoSat-2 sea ice thickness
product expected in Fall 2015

R = 0.55

Motivation for availability of observational
ice thickness data: improved model physics
and predictive skill
Observed ice
extent
Model predicted
ice extent, no
assimilation
Model predicted
ice extent, with
Lindsay et al., 2012

assimilation

IceBridge quick look data and PIOMAS model simulations used for forecasting
of the sea ice minimum using data assimilation
Incorporation of IceBridge thickness data slightly improved seasonal ice
minimum prediction, but also demonstrated importance of weather and need
for improved assimilation methods, and need to further improve model
physics

CryoSat-2

Wingham et al., 2006

Radar altimeter which uses unfocused SAR processing to separate each beam into 64
strips. All looks for an individual point are combined into a multi-looked echo or
waveform.
Effective spatial resolution ~380 m x 1.7 km
13.575 GHz center frequency, 320 MHz bandwidth

Major challenges for radar altimetry:
waveform tracking

For CryoSat-2 an error of one range bin in the tracking procedure leads to an error of 23 cm and
thickness error of 2.2 m
Most freeboard retrieval methods use an empirical constant threshold to track the return, e.g.
70% of the first peak power

Outlook on improved tracking methods
Sea ice floe
Model fit
Observed waveform

Sea ice lead

Physically, the radar return is a convolution of 4 terms:
transmit pulse, impulse response, surface height distribution,
backscatter profiles of snow and ice

Improved tracking of waveforms needs to incorporate a
more physical treatment of the return. Much more work
can be done in this area to further improve results by
considering both coherent and incoherent backscatter
contributions from the snow and ice layers.

Kurtz et al., 2014

Major challenges for radar altimetry:
off-nadir scattering

Off-nadir scattering from smooth surfaces causes problems in tracking of the returns. Off-nadir
returns also bias the retrieval of sea surface height, recently quantified using CryoSat-2 data in
Armitage and Davidson, 2014.

Major challenges for radar altimetry:
backscatter from snow layer

Backscatter from the snow layer is currently seen as a major issue. Approaches have largely
been to estimate errors, which are largely a function of the backscatter properties of snow
and ice and the snow depth.

Major remaining challenge for
altimetry: snow depth on sea ice
For radar, errors due to penetration are dependent on the snow depth and surface and
volume backscatter coefficients

For radar, snow depth is needed to determine speed of light correction:

For both laser and radar thickness retrievals snow depth on sea ice uncertainties are
one of the largest sources of error in data sets

Snow depth on sea ice through data
assimilation
Many different observations of snow depth on sea
ice available which can be combined using data
assimilation
All data sets have error covariances which need to
be robustly quantified before implemented in a
data assimilation system
Ongoing work toward an assimilation method
which includes temporal information to be used
in CryoSat-2 retrievals over full sea ice growth
season

March 2015 snow depth from
optimal interpolation of IceBridge
snow radar and MERRA

Major challenges for all altimetry:
snow and sea ice density
Wide discrepancy in sea ice density values
used, especially between first year and
multi-year ice
Sea ice density values currently used will
introduce ~1 m in retrieved thickness
Snow density well observed in central Arctic
from Warren climatology

Summary of major challenges for
radar altimetry


Waveform tracking
- Ongoing improvements through incorporation of physics of radar return



Absorption
- Not an issue in the Arctic with cold temperatures, may be dominating factor limiting feasibility
of Antarctic retrievals



Surface and volume backscatter from snow
- New results quantifying errors, potential solutions through incorporation of physical model



Off-nadir scattering
- Addressed through use of CryoSat-2 phase information to determine quantitative biases in data

A snapshot of the current state of the
Arctic

January 2015 –
CryoSat-2 freeboard

February 2015 –
CryoSat-2 freeboard

March 2015 –
IceBridge snow

CryoSat-2 processing underway, conversion to Baseline C processor
caused some delays
IceBridge freeboard and thickness processing underway
Full release of data products anticipated next week

Conclusion







Continued improvements are being made in the methods used for the
retrieval of sea ice thickness to reconcile the laser and radar altimetry
records, the IceBridge mission is providing a key link
Fast and public availability of data is now being used to document sea ice
changes, improve modeling physics, and enable seasonal sea ice forecasting
for greater societal benefit
Need to assess big picture questions: What is the future of Arctic sea ice?
How will changes to the ice cover impact the climate?

